
Our Focus is to be on Individuals

We have  been  trained  to  expect  a  massive  revival  in  the  world  as  “millions  turn  to  Jesus”.  In  the
evangelical church systems, this has meant a focus on big outreaches, mass crusades, and the like. This
teaching  put  a  mindset  in  us  that  individuals  don’t  matter  –  we  had  to  work  for  the  big  numbers.
Unfortunately, this has been an error.

Our Father is vitally interested in each of us as individuals, and he has the same devotion to every person
on the planet. No one is exempt, even those who are grossly evil have Father’s loving eye on them. If
each of us matter, why then do we ignore the individual person, thinking they don’t matter in the big
scheme of things? This is gross dereliction of our duty as sons and Father’s representatives on Earth.

The restoration of all things that is playing out now, in this new era of the Kingdom, is individually
focussed. That is, Father is looking to transform one person at a time in countless locations all around the
world. Each of those who are transformed have the task of transforming others. If they transform only one
person, then the numbers have doubled. This continues  exponentially as all those who are transformed
continue to touch another person, and then another, and so in. 

Here’s what exponential looks like when we all do our job for the Kingdom:1

Some have grabbed onto this Kingdom concept of focussing on individuals.

(1) One of  the  critically  important  maxims that  Heidi  Baker2 was  taught  by Father  as  ‘stop  for  the
one’3.You can listen to here speak on this on YouTube.4

(2)  This  same realisation came to Beth Clark as she visited Katie Majors5 (nee Davis) at  Masese in
Uganda where she has a school for the local children. She wrote of this in the forward of the book she
wrote with Katie about Katie’s experiences there:6

“People who really want to make a difference in the world usually do it. In one way or another. And I
have noticed something about people who make a difference in the world: They hold the unshakeable
conviction that individuals are extremely important, that every life matters. They get excited over one
smile. They are willing to feed one stomach, educate one mind, and treat one wound. They aren’t
determined to revolutionalize the world all at once; they’re satisfied with small changes.

People who want to make a difference get frustrated along the way. But if they have a particularly
stressful  day,  they  don’t  quit.  They  keep  going.  Given  their  accomplishments,  most  of  them  are
shockingly normal and the way they spend each day can be quite mundane. They don’t teach grand
lessons  that  suddenly  enlighten  entire  communities;  they  teach  small  lessons  that  can  bring
incremental improvements to one man or woman, boy or girl. They don’t do anything to call attention
to themselves, they simply pay attention to the everyday needs of others, even if it’s only one person.

1 – After: Graphic by Qef - commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4315954, Public Domain, 
2 – Iris Ministries    www.irisglobal.org 
3 – NOTE: Her book “Stopping for the One: A Reformer's Pledge” is no longer published  [visit here instead:  www.stopfortheone.org]
4 – “Heidi Baker - Stop For The One”   www.youtube.com/watch?v=mO8FFI6pJJA 
5 – amazima.org 
6 – www.amazon.com.au/Kisses-Katie-Davis-ebook/dp/B00B1QFSY0 
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They bring change in ways that most people will never read about or applaud. And because of the way
these world-changers are wired, they wouldn’t think of living their lives any other way.” 7

Our general task as Kingdom citizens is to introduce others to the Kingdom by touching them with its
power and benefits,  and releasing  them into its  blessings  and favour.  This  continues  as  we disciple,
mentor, and father/mother these newbies so they become strong enough to stand alone, relying on the
King for their total support.

This is our mission, wherever we are.

Laurence
15-7-2020
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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7 – Beth Clark in the Forward for:  Katie Davis (2012) "Kisses for Katie" p:xi-xii
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